We first study replication and later distributed transactions We first study replication and later distributed transactions Objects may be replicated for a number of reasons:
• reliability/availability -to avoid a single point-of-failure f id l d f i l "b l k" • performance -to avoid overload of a single "bottleneck"
• to give fast access to local copies -to avoid communications delays and failures Examples of replicated objects: Examples of replicated objects:
Naming data for name-to-location mapping, name-to-attribute mapping in general Web pages i i ld id f h il d i
Maintaining Consistency of Replicas
Weak consistency -for when the "fast access" requirement dominates.
• update some replica, e.g. the closest or some designated replica h d d li d d ll h li • the updated replica sends update messages to all other replicas.
• different replicas can return different values for the queried attribute of the object the value should be returned, or "not known", with a timestamp i th l t ll d t t t t ll li • in the long term all updates must propagate to all replicas .......
-consider failure and restart procedures, -consider order of arrival, consider possible conflicting updates -consider possible conflicting updates Strong consistency -ensures that only consistent state can be seen.
All replicas return the same value when queried for the attribute of an object All replicas return the same value when queried for the attribute of an object. This may be achieved at a cost -high latency.
Engineering weak consistency of replicas
• Simple approach all updates are made to a PRIMARY COPY the primary copy propagates updates to a number of backup copies the primary copy propagates updates to a number of backup copies note that updates have been serialised through the primary copy queries can be made to any copy the primary copy can be queried for the most up-to-date value example: DNS domains have a distinguished name server per domain plus a few replicas performance? for other than small-scale systems, the primary copy will become a bottleneck and update access will be slow to the location of the primary copy from everywhere and update access will be slow -to the location of the primary copy from everywhere. 
Strong Consistency of Replicas
Problems with locking all objects to make an update:
• Some replicas may be at the end of slow communication lines Some replicas may be at the end of slow communication lines
• Some replicas may fail, or be slow or overloaded
• So: Lack of availability of the system (a reason for replication)
• So: Lack of availability of the system (a reason for replication) i.e. delay in responding to queries. This is because of the slowness of the update protocol due to communications failures or delays, y replica failure or delays
• Intolerable if no-one can update or query because one (distant, difficult-to-access) replica fails So we try a majority voting scheme -QUORUM ASSEMBLY A solution for strong consistency of replicas.
7 Consistency, Replication, Transactions Quorum Assembly for replicas
Q W Assume n copies. Define a read quorum QR and a write quorum QW, Where QR must be locked for reading and QW must be locked for writing, such that: QW > n/2 QW + QR > n Q Q These ensure that only one write quorum can successfully be assembled at any time ( QW > n/2 ) every QW and QR contain at least one up-to-date replica ( QW + QR > n ) After assembling a ( rite) q or m QW bring all replicas p to date then make the pdate After assembling a (write) quorum QW, bring all replicas up-to-date then make the update.
e.g. QW = n, QR = 1 is lock all copies for writing, read from any e.g. n = 7, QW = 5 QR = 3 time read from a current version Assume all quorum assembly requests are multicast to all group members Assume all quorum assembly requests are multicast to all group members 1. The quorum assembler's timeout expires, waiting for enough replica managers to join It could release locked replicas and restart after backing off for a time join. It could release locked replicas and restart after backing off for a time.
2. Some replica manager has become part of a quorum (request had a timestamp) then receives a request from a different quorum assembler (with a timestamp) then receives a request from a different quorum assembler (with a timestamp) All replica managers agree who wins e.g. based on earliest timestamp wins. Members of the losing quorum can send abort, and exit, then join the winning quorum. quo u .
3.
Use an open, structured* group so update requests are forwarded to the manager, which is always the CM. y (* recall lecture DS-2: process groups and message ordering).
Quorum Assembly in large-scale systems 
Concurrency Control for Distributed Transactions
• Transactions comprise related updates to (distributed) objects
• Any object may fail independently at any time in a DS.
• Distributed atomic commitment must be achieved e.g. by two-phase commit ( 2PC )
• Concurrent transactions may have objects in common.
Recall pessimistic concurrency control (lecture CC-8) (strict) two-phase locking ( 2PL ) (strict) timestamp ordering ( TSO )
Recall optimistic concurrency control ( OCC ) (lecture CC-8) -take shadow copies of objects, apply updates to shadows, request commit of the validator -the validator implements commit or abort (do nothing) p ( g )
For pessimistic CC, atomic commitment is achieved by a protocol e.g. 2PC note that strict pessimistic CC must be used (objects locked until after commit) -see below If a fully optimistic approach is taken we do not lock objects for commitment, since a validator commits new object versions atomically -see below.
Pessimistic Concurrency Control for Distributed Transactions
Strict two-phase locking 2PL Phase 1: For objects involved in the transaction attempt to lock object and apply update For objects involved in the transaction, attempt to lock object and apply update -locks are held while others are acquired, to avoid cycles in the serialisation graph -so susceptible to DEADLOCK (indicating a SG cycle would have occurred) 
